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Editorial

A

s we put the finishing touches to this
newsletter, news is coming in of a tragic
accident in Glasgow’s city centre. A bin
lorry has gone out of control and has ploughed
into the crowds around George Square. Six deaths
have been reported. The driver is reported to have
taken ill. Just a few hours earlier, one of the ISC
directors was on her way to meet a woman whom
she is accompanying through the Spiritual
Exercises. Before she arrived, however, she
received a message from the woman’s son to say
that his mother had been killed the previous day
while crossing the road.
I could add to this list, as I am sure many
readers could, but I refrain from doing so, not
because it could be perceived as an inappropriate
beginning to a Christmas newsletter, as well it
might, but because there is no need. These
incidents, which are most likely to evoke shocked
compassion from readers, are a painful reality for
the people affected by them. They also represent
the reality of the world in which God became
incarnate, a world of innocent and not-so-innocent
suffering. This was and still is the reality of our
world, into which God still reaches through all
people of good will, regardless of Christian
denomination or faith tradition. It is a reality which
can so easily be relegated to the periphery of our
minds at a time when we are caught up in
celebrations, including liturgical celebrations.
The incarnation of the Word took place during
the era of the so-called Pax Romana, Roman
Peace. And yet there was no peace - no real
peace. The peace that was offered then was
conditional on subservience to the ruling power,
whether immediately and directly or through local
leadership. It was a peace that was won and
maintained by power, not by good will.
It is into this context that the angels proclaim
peace for people of good will (Lk 2:14). This could
be taken as a peace of partiality, a peace only for
those favoured by God, but we do well to

remember that the whole of humanity is favoured
by God, and so is offered this peace.
The ‘people of good will’ tail, however, seems
important to be, especially within the context of the
Roman Peace. The angels seem to be proclaiming
a road to peace - the road of good will, rather than
of domination and power. They seem to be
proclaiming the scope of peace - that it embraces
all people, especially those at the bottom of the
social and/or religious ladders? They seem to be
proclaiming the nature of peace - a capacity to be
at peace, to be a person of good will, not despite
the unfortunate experiences of life, but in those
very experiences? That does not change the
nature or moral value of the experiences, nor does
it explain them, but it changes how we relate to
them: we do not allow them to either dominate or
control us. And finally the angels, in the choice of
those to whom they proclaimed this message, also
seem to be announcing the best messengers of
peace - people of peace, as described above.
What might this ask of us as we approach
Christmas? The answer will differ at a practical
level from person to person, but it must have
something to do with being peace, being an agent
of peace, and having peace, not at the periphery
of awareness but as a context of awareness and
of action.
Let’s be united through prayer and whatever
other means are appropriate with those for whom
Christmas is not an experience of peace.
Wishing you a very happy Christmas.
Eileen Cassidy snd
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Words of Welcome . . . . .

T

his September, 2014, we welcomed four
new members to our team at the ISC. The
new Director is a full time appointment,
and the other three are part-time.

David Birchall SJ has been Director of St
Beuno’s Spirituality Centre in North Wales and
previously of Loyola Hall near Liverpool. He
comes with much experience, not just from these
posts, but because of his own wide interests and
abilities. David has great enthusiasm for the work
of the Ignatian Spiritual Exercises as it relates to
people in real life situations. He takes over from
Tom McGuinness as the ISC Director from
January 2015. We wish him every success as the
Centre moves into a new phase of life.

Aileen Walker is a recently retired doctor
whose specialisation was working with architects
in the planning and design of new hospitals and
health centres. She has been an ISC associate
for several years and for the past two and a half
has been one of the team for the GPRL Course
(Growth in Prayer and Reflective Living).
Aileen and Alison will work towards an
ongoing formation package which is tailored to
individuals as they complete the various stages of
training, and which will provide opportunities for
them to use their skills in a variety of settings and
ways.

Catriona Fletcher has recently been one of
the Chaplaincy Team at Stirling University and
has joined the ISC as Coordinator of Outreach.
Her role is to strengthen and develop ISC
contacts beyond the Centre and to facilitate a
programme of outreach work that we can offer in
different places. Part of this will involve liaising
with the Ongoing Formation Team so as to draw
on the resources of those who have completed
training and are open to using their gifts in a
variety of settings.

Alison Moody is one of the founder members
of the Epiphany Group and has used her
expertise in leading training courses both in
Edinburgh and at the ISC in Glasgow. As well as
being part of the formation team, Alison will
develop an ISC
programme of Ongoing
Formation. She shares this role with Aileen
Walker and writes about it on page 9.
- - Tom McGuinness sj
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Words of Goodbye . . . . .

O

n Sunday December 7th more than
fifty friends of the ISC gathered with
the team to say ‘goodbye’ to Tom as
he prepares to leave Glasgow for
pastures new. We did this in an atmosphere of
thanksgiving, tinged with sadness, as we ‘buzzed’
among ourselves on who Tom has been for us.
Tom’s gifts range from the light to the serious,
and the following, I think,
express something of who
he is. He is a person of FUN
who laughs a lot and
delights in both telling and
listening to stories. His
sense of humour puts many
a nervous soul at ease, and
this makes him a wonderful
HOST. He is extremely
gifted in MUSIC, as we
heard in this afternoon’s
opening presentation which
included his most recent
composition. I’m delighted
that he has begun to write
and compose again. His
music is such a gift to those
who hear it, as is evident
from the many requests we
receive for his CDs, and it is an obvious gift to
himself.
Tom loves CHOCOLATE, and is teasingly
accused of being a chocaholic! And he loves
nothing more than to drive the staff CARS when
the opportunity presents itself for them to be reorganised. This frequently practised skill could
earn him a qualification in ‘valet parking’. We hope
he doesn’t lose the skill in his new appointment.

Tom is well known for his TEAM WORK with
Magdalen Lawler snd, a partnership that goes
back to Loyola Hall where they both served on the
team. All who come to the ISC have greatly
appreciated the creative simplicity that Tom and
Maggie have brought to the many events that they
have led. We hope to see them again!
But

perhaps

Tom’s special gift is his
COMPASSION, his ability to
listen deeply to what is going
on for people and to hold
that reality, whether good or
otherwise, with gentleness
and compassion. This gift is
so obvious to those of us
who followed the training
courses on which Tom was a
team member.
Those readers who know
Tom will no doubt have their
own words to describe him.
These few sprang to my
mind. But none of them does
justice to who Tom is and
what he has been, both for
us as a team at the ISC and
also for all who have crossed

our threshold.
And so, it remains for us to say THANK YOU,
Tom, for the gift that you are. May you be blessed
in your future work. You remain with us in our
memories, but we hope that you will visit us again
some day. In the words of an well known Celtic
blessing, we pray you into the next stage of your
journey . . . . . . . . .

Haste ye Back

- - Joan Kilpatrick
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Words of Introduction . . . . .

H

ow are you finding Glasgow?” is a
question I am constantly facing having
moved up here in the Autumn. As a city
I am finding Glasgow much bigger and
more vibrant than I imagined. After the countryside
of North Wales and the nearest town, Rhyl, which
starts closing up at 4.30pm and is dead by
5.30pm, its good to be in a place where the streets
are full of life whatever time of day you visit them.
I love the exuberance of the Glaswegian
architecture, and wandering along the river Kelvin
in autumn was most beautiful and peaceful.
The Jesuit Provincial has missioned me to be
Director of the Ignatian Spirituality Centre, but also
to have a foot in St Aloysius' College and St
Aloysius' Parish. There are two reasons for this
tri-location: the first and major reason being to try
and integrate more the works that the Jesuits are
involved in in Glasgow, the second reason being
there are ever fewer Jesuits available to work in
Britain.
Looking to the future of the ISC I do see there
will have to be changes. Whereas in St Aloysius'
Church there are a good number of younger
people and perhaps just over one third men, ISC
events seem to appeal almost exclusively to
women over 55. Many ISC events, though greatly
appreciated by those who attend, only attract a
small number of people. We need to look at how
to meet the needs of a broader range of people,
and how to reach many more people. Already we
are beginning to move our promotion of events
from religious magazines with small readerships to
Facebook, Twitter and an online Newsletter.
Probably too, we shall have to go to people where

they are, rather than
expecting them to climb
up Garnet Hill.
Probably the biggest
single work the Centre
does is to offer Spiritual
Accompaniment. The paid staff here seem to do
the majority of the Spiritual Accompaniment at the
moment. I hope to mobilise the large number of
people whom we have trained in the past to
expand this work, so that more people can be
offered accompaniment. I hope the team here can
be animators and organisers of a much larger
team of volunteer workers. To this end I am
asking all who might be able to help us in any way
to fill in a short online questionnaire giving details
of your skills and interests. We hope to be able to
pick up those who have had any training in
Ignatian Spirituality at other centres outside the
ISC who we currently don't know about, who might
be interested in doing a little to encourage the faith
-life of others
I believe the next three years will be critical for
the ISC. If we can make it hum and touch the
lives of many more women and men, young and
older, if we can integrate it better with the Glasgow
Jesuit works without losing touch with its great
multi-faith and inter-denominational ethos, then it
should have a bright future.
If you can help us grow, I would love to hear
from you.
With every blessing for Christmas and a joyful
New Year.
David Birchall SJ

Keep up to date . . . . .
. . . . . with at all we do at the Ignatian Spirituality Centre, Glasgow: The ISC has opened up a
Facebook and Twitter presence. This means we can keep you informed of our events, with
reminders, and inform you of changes to events on a regular basis. We also give news and links to
online resources which deal with faith and spirituality. If you are a Facebook member we do ask you
to visit us and at least like us, but even better, subscribe to our page which is https://
www.facebook.com/iscglasgow
.
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A Request from the New Director

W

e are hoping to make an up-todate list of people who have had
some
training
in
Ignatian
Spirituality and would like to help
with our work at the ISC in Glasgow. If you live in
Scotland, have the required training and are
willing to help us on the occasional basis, we
would be delighted if you could go online and fill
in the questionnaire linked below.
We need people who are experienced or have
some training in spiritual accompaniment, offering
prayer in daily life, running prayer workshops etc.
to assist the team in training and other
events. Next year we hope to increase our
outreach to parishes, chaplaincies etc. around the
country. So, even if you don’t live near Glasgow,

we may be looking for people for work near to
where you live.
Please copy the link below into your browser:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/VG77KPN
The questionnaire is hosted on ‘Survey
Monkey’ – quite respectable, despite the name. It
will ask for contact details, as well as details of
your interests, training and experience in Ignatian
Spirituality. We shall keep all the information you
give securely and not give it to external
organisations.
Thanks for helping us out.
Fr David Birchall SJ,
New Director

Celebrating Zen Brayley

I

t was with great sadness that we heard of the death of Zen Brayley on
the 18th of November 2014. Zen had been a long-time and very close
ISC associate, helping with individual accompaniment and retreats in
daily life, and offering Icon retreats, alongside Fintan Creaven SJ.

The sadness of this time of loss was balanced by the wonderful
celebration of Zen’s life that was held on Wednesday December 3rd at St
Aloysius Church in Glasgow, a place where she had often prayed and
which meant a great deal to her. The whole occasion was a tribute not
only to Zen but also to her family - Charlie, Sooty, India and Floraidh (to
use their familiar family names) – who, together with Zen’s brother, Chris,
prepared a moving and colourful tribute to Zen’s enthusiasm, sense of fun
and love of life and people.
The focus of all our thoughts and prayers that day was Zen herself.
The love and care which surrounded her at the end was exquisitely
displayed by her hand-decorated coffin, with photos and memories of her
life, family and friends. It was a day full of colour, laughter and friendship,
all of which were the very qualities which we remember in Zen.
Zen will be long remembered at the ISC as really ‘one of the family’.
Since so many of her arrivals at and departures from the ISC were
accompanied by members of her own family, we would like to assure the
girls and Zen’s granddaughters that they too will always be welcomed as
honorary ISC family members. We remember and pray for Zen with great
gratitude. May she rest in peace.
- - Tom McGuinness
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The Retreat Season
Drumalis

‘We love this place O God, this holy ground
Where we are fed and you are found’ (Ps 43)
Drumalis is a retreat and conference centre
situated just above the harbour in Larne,
Northern Ireland. It is a place to fall in love with
and many of us did – a place where welcome,
unconditional regard and generosity of spirit are
palpable.
In the Middle Ages a monastery stood on this
site, the monks offering refuge to the sick and
travellers. At the end of the 19th century the
present Heritage House was built as the family
home
of
Presbyterian
industrialist
and
philanthropist, Sir Hugh Smiley; its interior décor
designed by George Walton, a contemporary of
Rennie Mackintosh. By 1930 the house had
passed into the hands of the Sisters of Cross and
Passion and again it became a place of refuge
and retreat and, as the decades went by, of
healing and reconciliation. Remarkably, despite
all that has gone on within its walls, the interior
has been carefully maintained by the sisters and
in 2003 a substantial grant from the Heritage
Lottery Fund allowed them to renew and restore
it. The result is beautiful, restful and comfortable,
and it feels a privilege to stay for a while in such
an environment. In addition, a new Retreat
House has been built, linked seamlessly with the
first, the themes of the old picked out and given a
contemporary flavour, the accommodation en
suite and to a high standard – everything a
person could want. I almost forgot the food!
Delicious, varied, imaginative and very plentiful.
The house can accommodate around 120-130
conference guests, although that is in shared

accommodation. For a retreat, the number is
limited to 60 so that retreatants each have their
own room. Despite these numbers, the house
and grounds are both spacious enough for it not
to feel crowded, and there are many nooks,
crannies, small chapels and little hideaways in
both house and gardens where retreatants could
find their own space to reflect and be alone.
In 2013 the Epiphany Group was invited to
offer retreats at Drumalis, alongside the Ignatian
Spirituality Centre (Glasgow) and the resident
team (See Issue No 12, July 2013). A six day and
a three day retreat ran together during the first
week of July this year. In all, 35 retreatants came
from Scotland, Northern Ireland, Eire and
England. Some were old hands, but for others
this was their first Ignatian Guided Retreat. Travel
was straightforward, most coming as foot
passengers by ferry from Troon or Cairnryan to
Larne where they were met and given a lift up the
hill to the house – the journeying I think became
an integral part of retreat. The house was
comfortably full, the sun shone, the rose garden
treated us to heavenly perfume, from the
promenade we could see the hills of home; and
later, when the rain came and lightening flashed,
there were plenty of hideaway places within and
without to sit quiet and wonder, ponder.

Retreatants seem to have found what they
were looking for. They went away refreshed,
restored, re-energised for the time ahead. Rachel
Inglis and I were the representative guides from
the Epiphany Group. The dates are already in the
diary for next year. Come if you can…..
- - Alison Moody
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Midsummer on Iona

Midweek at the Bield

There were retreats of a different nature in
which I felt privileged to share. The first was a
Celtic Midsummer long weekend on the beautiful
island of Iona. While midsummer now seems long
gone, the memories of those few days remain with
all of us who were there – Jane MacKichan and
myself, together with a small group which made
for a gathering of friends. As always Sr. Jean
Lawson catered for us wonderfully.

Just as quiet and contemplative was the
Autumn midweek retreat in the lovely setting of the
Bield Retreat Centre near Perth. As before, we
rested in the rhythm of morning and evening
prayer provided by the resident community in their
cosy Chapel, with a wood-burning stove. Many a
chilly church would be envious of the warmth and
welcome this provided. For us it became a symbol
of the retreat and of that security which opens us
to God’s presence in a deepening way. The
ambience of the beautiful grounds, labyrinth and
swimming pool, together with healthy and lovingly
prepared food, helped create a setting where each
felt renewed and refreshed. Somehow we felt
more human, more in balance with ourselves and
the world around us – and most of all even closer,
if that is possible, to the God who is always as
near to us as our own breathing. This retreat will
be offered again in Autumn 2015, October 13th –
16th. It is not too early to book, given a limited
number of places.

Alongside Jane’s inspiring input on Celtic
prayer and tradition, the island offers its own
mystery, warmth and welcome. The inputs and
prayer in the Catholic House of Prayer, the
opportunity to join evening prayer in the Abbey,
the walks to Columba’s Bay and the North Shore
are all now part of the tradition of being in this
lovely place. There was no doubt that in this ‘thin
place’ of friendship God was very close to us all.

Six Days on Iona

The same ingredients were present in the sixday retreat a few weeks later, the difference being
that it was silent and individually guided. The
‘magic’ of Iona was present throughout and the
retreatants returned home, filled with a sense of
transcendence, peace, home-cooking and real joy.
On the final evening we celebrated a birthday,
enhanced by the Mull Pipe Band which we like to
think came all the way across the water just for us!
It made a joyful ending to a lovely week.

A Non-Residential Retreat
Not everyone has the time or opportunity to
make a residential retreat, so some years ago we
established two non-residential retreat weekends
at the ISC. The first, entitled ‘Finding God in a
Busy Life’, took place in November. A group of
eight attended each day from 10.30 – 4.00. These
retreats are silent while at the Centre. There is
input on ways of praying, followed by time for
personal prayer, and an opportunity for those who
wish to meet twice each day with a personal
prayer guide. By the second day there was a
noticeable and quite awe-inspiring deepening of
the retreat atmosphere… the Centre slipped into a
deep and restful silence, creating a sense of
support and quiet companionship. Everyone
noticed it with a strange mixture of surprise and
deep joy. It was the kind of surprise that Gerry W.
Hughes SJ indicates in his well-known book God
of Surprises. In fact, as we know so well, it is one
of the signs of God’s presence and a confirmation
that the real retreat guide is God who gently and
carefully leads each person on their journey.
It has been wonderful for me to be part of these
retreats over my years on the ISC Team. I am very
grateful to have had such opportunity and will
treasure the memories of places and people
associated with all of them.
- - Tom McGuinness SJ
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Poetry of the Sacred:The Sacred Desert
Opening Day of the ISC Programme Year (Sept 13, 2014)
Led by Professor David Jasper
‘I feel how fragile my life is in this beautiful
empty place’.

T

his fascinating day was a feast for the
imagination. It was led by Revd David
Jasper, who is Professor of Literature and
Theology at Glasgow University. Drawing on
ancient and modern writings, Prof Jasper
introduced us to The Sacred Desert as the Biblical
place where humanity encounters God, a place of
theophany but also of wandering, where Jesus
wrestles with Satan at the outset of his earthly
ministry. Through the eyes of the early Christian
Church fathers and mothers, we see the desert as
a spiritual place in which the soul is tested and
purified.
Prof Jasper also showed us the desert as a real
place of harsh beauty, drawing on the words of
modern desert travellers to describe ‘the sacrament
of the desert where finite touches infinite’. ‘Light is
different there, eliminating the distinction between
what is there and what is not there’. ‘All you can do
is stand there and peer into the void, with nothing
to lean on, until you realise that the void is
yourself’ (Bill Viola).
In the ancient world, the word Desert did not just
mean a wasteland of sand. The original meaning of
Desert was a place empty of people. Such places
remind us of humankind’s impermanence. The
early medieval Scottish and Irish saints and hermits
sought out deserted places in Scotland and Ireland,
empty expanses of moorland, mountain, water or
ocean which today have names like Dysart, diseart,
aonach, fasach.
Sea-surrounded places like Iona, Inchcolm and
Lindesfarne are landscapes where God has

William Dyce’s painting ‘Christ as the Man of
Sorrows’ (c1860) imagines Jesus in the
desert wilderness of the Scottish Highlands
during his fast of 40 days and 40 nights. It
can be seen in the Scottish National Galleries.
© Trustees of the National Galleries of Scotland 2004

removed everything that might distract us from
encountering Him. We think of the phrase ‘the
waste of seas’, and the prayer of the Breton
fisherman: "O God, thy sea is so great, and my
boat is so small".
Prof Jasper introduced us to John the Baptist as
the ‘wild man’, the desert-dweller who encountered
God in empty places. Ancient Celtic tradition, both
pagan and Christian, locates those empty,
uncultivated places of supernatural encounter as
being within the vast, dense forests of early Britain.
Merlin the Enchanter is known as the Wild Man of
the Wood. King Arthur and his knights search the
forests for The Holy Grail that held Christ’s blood.
The great cathedrals of Britain have the Green Man
carved repeatedly within their gothic arches.
Mountains are also empty, ‘desert’ places. It’s
no coincidence that a famous recent book and film
about mountaineering is entitled ‘Touching the
Void’. Contemporary explorers can be seen as the
secular descendants, emotionally and spiritually, of
the early desert fathers. In ‘desert’ places you meet
the demons of your own interiority.
Finally, we considered the interior desert,
encountered during bereavement or illness or
despair, as in St John of the Cross’s ‘dark night of
the soul’: the desert as a place of total absence
where all opposites will be reconciled in total
presence.
Prof Jasper will return to ISC in 2015 to lead two
further reflective days: on The Sacred Body and
The Sacred Community. We are very much looking
forward to them!
- -Paul Matheson
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An Ongoing Formation Programme

I

am excited at the prospect of working with the team at ISC to develop a programme of Ongoing
Formation for those who are practising spiritual accompaniment in Scotland.

The hope is that the programme will support those who have completed training as they offer the
gifts of Ignatian Spirituality in their own place and to their own communities. Also that the pool of
people with skills for guiding and accompanying at the Centre and beyond will grow and that some
will go on to give the Spiritual Exercises, offer retreats and tutor on the training courses.
At the moment the programme consists of:
1. Monthly Ongoing Formation Groups offering supervision, exploration and discussion of
topics relevant to spiritual accompaniment, and an opportunity to hone skills and receive
feedback through triads, presenting reflective prayer etc.
2. A day/weekend of training each term, usually with a guest speaker, addressing foundation
topics (Term 1), the Spiritual Exercises (Term 2), other more creative topics (Term 3). The days
are generally spacious with time for reflection and a chance to catch up with others and find
encouragement and inspiration. Rachel Inglis writes on the next page about this term’s
foundation topic, and the remainder of this year’s programme is below.
3. A small Workshop for those beginning to offer the full Spiritual Exercises
4. The opportunity for individual supervision which covers both the accompanier’s work with
individuals and also the growth and development of their overall ministry.
Other events are planned.

In the meantime, we would like to hear from YOU!
To this end a Gathering is planned at the ISC on Saturday February 7th to which anyone who has
trained in Spiritual Conversation or Accompaniment is welcome. Please see the website for details.
We hope that it will be a time to reflect on our individual ministries, to renew old acquaintances and
make new connections, to share the fruits of our reflection and look towards what might be helpful now
for the ongoing journey.
Do come if you can (bring your own packed lunch, tea and coffee provided) and let us know
beforehand to give us a sense of numbers. I look forward to meeting you there.

- - Alison Moody

ONGOING FORMATION (For Those Trained In Spiritual Accompaniment)
Feb 7. 2015 (Full Day)

A Gathering (See above)

Alison Moody

Mar 14, 2015 (Full Day)

Spiritual Exercises, Wk 1

David Birchall SJ

May 2/3, 2015 (W’end)

The Enneagram and Spiritual Growth ***

Presenters: Myles O’Reilly SJ and Betty Foley

Jun 6, 2015 (Full Day)

Centring and Centrepieces: Creating an
Ambience for Prayer

Presenters: Jane MacKichan, Katy Low

*** Open to Others
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A Little Light Scripture:
A Workshop on the Use of Scripture
for Spiritual Accompaniers
Led by Paul Nicholson, SJ

O

n November 1st 2014, around 20 of us
gathered at the ISC for the first of the
current programme year’s ongoing
formation days. It was led by Paul Nicholson,
whom we had met last year when he led us in A
Little Light Theology, and so we looked forward to
what he might have to share with us on Scripture.
As I recall the day, I am aware that it was
‘meaty’, and yet it felt spacious. It began with
buzz groups where we considered the kinds of
material we might use for prayer. These ranged
from the telephone directory or shopping lists
through to a bank-note or my diary, and
everything in between. This exercise reminded us
of the familiar but sometimes forgotten fact that
God is present in all things.
The day continued with wide-ranging input
(thankfully captured in a hand-out), interspersed
with group work and space for prayer. There was
a group lectio divina on Psalm 8, as well as an
individual imaginative contemplation on the
nativity, as proposed in the Spiritual Exercises
[110-117]. These prayer times were a gift, and
served to underline from experience some
important principles about prayer and prayerguiding.
I don’t often think about the basic assumptions
I live with, and some of these are so deeply
buried that I am scarcely ever aware of them. I
found it helpful, therefore, to be reminded of one
within the context of this formation day: namely,
that when I offer prayer material to those I
accompany, God really will speak through them,
the more so if we savour them, using the Ignatian
practices of review and repetition. Used properly,
these practices suggest a direction for future
prayer.
All of the above were helpful reminders both
for our own prayer and for our role as prayer
guides. Our role is to help those sharing their
prayer to sense where God might be leading
them, and to suggest material relevant to this
direction. Listening in this way relieves us of

anxiety about what to offer, and allows for more
focussed attention. It invites us to trust that God
will inspire, and may even encourage the
simplicity to tell an individual that we need time to
think and pray, and that we will get back to them
with suggested material for their prayer. And
there is always the comfort that even if we
suggest in good faith something that we later
think is totally unsuitable, God can and usually
does break through.
The last part of the day was given to group
work. Each group was invited to agree five
guidelines for suggesting Scripture for prayer.
There were many overlaps when we reported
back, as might have been expected. Some that
stand out are the importance of our own prayerfamiliarity with Scripture, some means of ’holding’
those texts that ’work’ for ourselves, and that less
is better than more. We would have needed more
time, however, to reach a consensus of five
across all groups. Given that time, I’m sure we
could have reached such an agreement, with
individual extras to suit individual needs.
As the day drew to a close, we were given two
very grounded pieces of advice to carry with us:
trust your own instincts and stay rooted in
scripture yourself. That felt a good place to finish!
- - Rachel Inglis
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Advent:
Waiting
for
Christmas

A

dvent began for us at the ISC on the vigil
of the first Sunday, and it began in a
colourful and inspiring way with a day led
by Magdalen Lawler SND & Tom McGuinness
SJ. Once again their blend of visual images,
music and poetry gave a wealth of prayer
material both for the day itself and also for the
following weeks of Advent. The Conference
Room was filled to capacity but, thanks to the
now well-used audio-visual equipment which
provides excellent pictures and sound, and
supported by the recent gift of a 100-cup
Fairtrade Coffee percolator, the day was a great
success.
The real treasure was Magdalen’s beautiful
reflections on entering into Advent through
images of Annunciation and through some very
moving poetry. Tom’s reflections and songs,
based on the ‘O Antiphons’ that lead up to
Christmas, were a good balance, and these led to
a most memorable final shared prayer which
included the hopes and desires of all present for
ourselves and our fragile world.
This occasion also gave Tom another
opportunity to thank so many people who have
faithfully come to the ‘Magdalen and Tom‘ Advent
and Lent Reflection Days over the past eight
years.
Magdalen will be at the ISC again in March to
lead a Lent day. Please note that the date for this

is Saturday, March 7th - not 14th as advertised in
our programme. Book early! We had a lengthy
waiting list for this year’s Advent day.
On the afternoon of the third Sunday of Advent
David Birchall SJ, director-to-be at the ISC, led us
through ”Images of Advent”.
David used four sets of images that
corresponded with biblical themes of the four
Sundays of Advent. The images were from
different periods and styles - modern, “old
Masters” and icons - and helped us explore and
pray around the themes of waiting, expectation,
preparation (John the Baptist) and saying Yes
(Annunciation). We were invited to pray with the
images in the style of “lectio divina”, allowing the
details to speak to us.
In addition to many shared insights, a strong
common theme of social justice emerged and our
need to pray for justice in our world, particularly in
this time of Advent.
We finished the day with the readings of the
fourth Sunday and with a led imaginative
contemplation of the Annunciation. The silence in
the room was tangible.
This was a beautiful day, gently paced, with
several intermittent spaces for individual prayer welcome moments of silence in the lead up to
Christmas.
Thank you, Maggie, Tom and David.
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R i p p l i n g O u t . . To Peru . . .

M

y name is Patricia Orr and I work as a Learning Support
Teacher in St Luke’s High School, Barrhead, just outside of
Glasgow. Before joining St Luke’s six years ago, I worked
for 16 years in primary education.
I have had a long standing ambition to go at some point in my life
to South America and offer my services as a volunteer. This was
very much a dream for the distant future until two years ago when I
took part in the Growth in Prayer and Reflective Living Course at the
ISC in Glasgow. After much reflection, and with the help of several
aspects of the course, particularly the sessions on Faith/Justice and
on Ignatian discernment, I decided that the time was right for me to
fulfil my dream.
I approached Eileen Cassidy, the team leader, for advice, and it
wasn’t long before the wheels were in motion. Eileen knew her own
sisters, the Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur, who work in Peru, and
she kindly put me in contact with them. Before long they had offered
me a teaching position in Tambo Grande, an agricultural area in the
North of Peru. I will be teaching English in two secondary schools,
each with 200 pupils, and sharing a total of 6 teachers between
them. Many of these pupils have a daily journey to school on foot one and a half hours each way. How they must prize their education!
I will be flying out to join the sisters in February, in time to settle
in before the beginning of the academic year in early March. I will be
living with Peruvian volunteers in the countryside, and will be
travelling to the schools by moped: my stamina in no way matches
that of the pupils!
In the meantime, my head teacher at St. Luke’s, Patricia Scott,
has been most encouraging. One of the things she has done is to
set in motion fundraising at St Luke’s to help the projects of the
Tambo Grande schools. One of these is the provision of bicycles for
those children who live at the greatest distances from school.
I approach this adventurous episode of my life with a great deal
of excitement and with gratitude – to the Ignatian Spirituality Centre
which gave me the ‘space’ and resources for discernment, a skill
that I hope will stand me in good stead at other important moments
in my life; to the Sisters of Notre Dame both here and in Peru for
their interest and generosity in providing me with this opportunity;
and to my head teacher whose ongoing support and encouragement
I deeply value. My hope is that this visit will help establish
connections between the pupils here and the pupils in Peru, to the
educational benefit of each group, and in a way that heightens
sensitivity to interdependence and justice. I know that I will be
enriched by the experience.

- - Patricia Orr
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Annual Epiphany Group Conference
Living and Working in the Ignatian Way
October 2014

H

aving
enjoyed
our
experience last year of
moving the Conference out
of the central belt of Scotland, the
Epiphany Group reconvened to the
Burn, near Edzell, and welcomed
Ewa Bem IBVM. A few of us had
met Ewa at Loyola Hall when she
was part of the team and where
she co-presented the course
‘Living and Working in the Ignatian
Way’ with its creator, Matthew
Power SJ. This course usually
takes place over three and a half
days. So, the challenge for Ewa
was adapting the course to fit the
frame of our conference weekend
without sacrificing any of its
essential elements.
Thanks to
some very interesting reading
material sent ahead to participants,
a good and fertile foundation was laid for the
weekend and its unfolding.
Through the authenticity and groundedness with
which she offered her input, Ewa succeeded in
inspiring those relatively new to Ignatian
Spirituality, while simultaneously firing afresh the
commitment of those more practised in ministry
and familiar with the material. From a timeline
consideration of Ignatius’ life and its transitions –
from Knight Courtier through to Pilgrim Apostle –
we
rediscovered
and
deepened
our
understanding of what Ignatius and his
companions brought to the table of 16th century
Christianity in Europe and to its expanding
worldview. Working with extracts from his letters
and from the Exercises, we dipped into the
foundations of Ignatian relationships: all rooted in

the praise, reverence and service
of God and through becoming
involved in ‘God’s project which is
simultaneously
the
ongoing
conversion of our own lives and
the establishment of God’s reign in
the world.’ (Michael Ivens SJ)
In small group sharings – using
extracts from Ignatius’ letters to
people
in
very
different
circumstances - what seemed to
strike a deep chord in all of us was
the very personal and patient way
he advised, counselled or directed.
We heard, in his own words, a
profoundly
human
Ignatius
engaged in ministry with and to
others.
On the Sunday morning, we easily
noticed clear echoes of this very
human Ignatius (and of Pope Francis too) in the
video we watched of Fr General’s homily
preached at the Church of the Sacred Heart,
Wimbledon, in 2011. He talked with great
simplicity on the theme of fear in the Prophet
Jeremiah and the Gospel of John. And the politics
of fear, he said, has come to dominate the world.
This fear is not what Jesus wants of us. In the
Passion account of John’s Gospel, Jesus is not
dominated by fear. Jesus tells us, in the words of
the General: ‘I don’t want people to decide what
kind of person I am. I want to be free, not act from
fear. I want to be free and do the will of the
Father.’ And he finishes his homily by praying that
…’we will not be carried away when we feel, like
Jeremiah, terror on all sides, but will keep looking
at Jesus… as we learn how to act under stress
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with a loving heart, with an open heart.’
Following this moving video, we entered into our
closing liturgy in an attitude that was truly reverent
and prayerful, invited to recommit ourselves to the
service of others in and through the ministries we
share. Following our Sunday lunch, we left for our
homes, families and communities encouraged and
uplifted. The consensus among the participants
seems to have been that this was one of the best
conferences organised by the Epiphany Group.
But the real thanks must go to Ewa – she was
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such an experienced and delightful presenter –
and to Matthew Power, whose course she adapted
so skilfully.
And, as we left the Burn, we did so knowing we
can look forward to Conference 2015 when we will
welcome Dr Gemma Simmonds CJ to Edinburgh
on 8 – 10 October as our presenter. The theme
of next year’s Conference will be: Giving and
Receiving the Exercises in the 21st Century. A
date for your new Christmas diaries!
- - Barbara Buda

Coming Home to Myself
Opening Day of the Epiphany Group’s Six Day Series

F

eeling the need for space to stoke my own
inner hearth, so to speak, I was attracted by
the title of the opening day of
the Epiphany Group’s now established
Six Days Series.
The day was well structured and
balanced. There was gentle facilitation,
guided meditation with imagery,
reflective input, simple rituals to open
and draw together each session, and a
hearty lunch of home made soup.
Together these encouraged in me that
‘letting go’ which is necessary to
engage with the inner process. I
responded positively to the invitation to
seek my inner balance, my true north, that space
where 'I can trust the reality of the solid ground of
grace beneath me'.
In the morning, following input and reflection,
we were exposed to available art media and we
reflected on the symbols we might use to create a
sacred space / altar / temple where we could
enshrine and honour our longings and desires the sacred ‘treasure within’ - within the context of

our ‘creation’. In the afternoon, and again through
the use of art, we allowed to emerge those
longings which bubble up within us long
before we can put them into words.
Words which touched me at the start of
the day and which stayed with me
throughout were 'a cave within the
heart suffused with light'. This is what I
wanted to create for my 'altar'. By the
end of the day what I actually produced
was a 'tepee of the heart', a creation
with conscious symbolism but also
potent with mystery. It continues to hold
my attention.
I enjoy the use of art as a means of
engaging with and expressing my life/spiritual
journey. It is a tool which allows the ‘not quite yet’
to begin to emerge, and is an invitation to listen to
and trust the wisdom of those symbols that want a
place in our lives. And so I enjoyed this day. In the
closing ritual I named my experience as 'remembering grace'.
Julie Gibson

The series continues after the New Year. You may want to note the dates and topics:
Jan 31st 2015
Feb 28th 2015
May 2nd 2015
Jun 6th 2015

Internal Family Systems Therapy & personal spirituality: a productive tension? with Desmond Ryan
Just Call Me Lopez - a Story of Imperfection and Grace - with Margaret Silf
A Day of stillness & creativity on the theme of ‘Treasures’. Facilitated by the Sacred Spaces Team
Nature: Inspiration in Challenging Times with Julie Gibson

More information from mailto:sixdaysedinburgh@yahoo.co.uk or EG website.
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Discernment, Applied Wisdom & Gift of the Spirit
EG Day of Reflection, led by Cath McManus
Garden Cottage, Kilgraston

T

he sun’s warmth and light enhanced the
beauty of Garden Cottage as the Epiphany
Group came together to share a day full of
riches on the important topic of discernment.
In the morning Cath invited us to consider
definitions of discernment, especially one used by
P. Hayes rscj in her book The Heart is a Sacred
Place. This identifies several considerations: the
Spirit is dynamically involved throughout life; an
ongoing prayerful knowledge
of Jesus opens us to putting
on the mind and heart of
Christ and to living out of this
in daily life; and discernment,
taken seriously, enables us to
become and live who we are.
So, we have a common and
unique vocation – to become
who we are and live that in our
unique circumstances.
Supported by quotes from Herbert Alphonso
SJ, Thomas Merton and Woody Allen, Cath rooted
this in Scripture: God calls each of us by name (Is
43:1), a new and unique name, “known only to him
who receives it” (Rev 2: 17b). This naming is a ‘life
force’, a “quickening of what only I can be” (Martha
Graham). If we block it, it will never happen.
Cath then invited us to reflect on our core
experience of Jesus Christ / of God, and how this
affects our sense of identity and the way we live
our lives. We did this, making good use of the
garden, and then returned to the conference hall
to share our experiences. The sharing was deep.
In the afternoon Cath began by acknowledging
Mary Cavanagh’s input on the same subject
several years ago, noting that “God is a God of
contexts….. the contexts in which men and
women live. And because God is contextual, he
(she) will always come into our lives no matter
where we are.” With these words, we pondered
the contexts we find ourselves in now, including
Scotland’s forthcoming Independence referendum.
How do these contexts speak to my identity? Am I
primarily a citizen of Scotland or the UK or even
Europe? How does my political identity sit
alongside my Christian identity? How does my

Christian identity inform my political identity, my
perception of Scotland/UK, and the process I will
use to decide how to vote on September 18th?
Mary Cavanagh had said that true discernment
results in “an affective resonance with the
irreversible preferences of God’s heart” - a difficult
thing, especially regarding the referendum. But
Mary had also said, “God is at work within the
human ambiguities and limitations inherent in our
situations. We need to accept
[these] as part of the context
of discernment, and trust that
God works in and through
[them].” This was reassuring
Today’s world calls for many
discernments / choices around
such moral and social justice
issues as asylum seekers,
trade, assisted suicide, to
name a few. It is impossible
for us to be actively engaged with everything, but
we can become informed, come to a position, and
make that position known - appropriately. Like
demonstrators against the Iraq war, we can at
least say, “You don’t do this in my name!”
With this input as background, we considered
one or more of our personal contexts, the choices
within them, and the role of discernment in helping
to clarify God’s vision for us in these situations and
to reach appropriate decisions. Those considering
the referendum context used a framework
suggested in Open House (June 2014) – to
approach the referendum, detached from personal
agenda, and focussed on what will best serve the
poor, both in Scotland and across the world. As
you can imagine, what we shared with one
another following personal reflection was rich and
deep.
The day ended with an Examen of the day,
refreshments and relaxed chatter. We left Garden
Cottage with much to ponder and much to be
thankful for in the gift of Cath.
Claire Starr
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Journeying Towards Death
A Course Offered by FIOP (Faith in Older People)

A

t its gathering earlier in the year, the South
East Scotland Epiphany Group (EG)
identified as a potential area for ministry
development outreach to residential nursing homes
for the elderly where some residents seem simply
to be waiting for death. Inspired by a radio
programme in which someone who accompanies
the dying described herself as a ‘soul-midwife’, one
of our group noted that the skills this woman used
were identical to those we use in spiritual direction.
With this awareness I was delighted to represent
both the Epiphany Group and my local EG Area on
a two day FIOP Course, led by Joan Adam. Joan is
highly qualified and skilled in adult and mental
health nursing and as a Macmillan clinical nurse
specialist in palliative care.
She now volunteers with the
Scottish
Partnership
for
Palliative Care (SPPC) which
promotes open dialogue and
discussion in communities
about death. It does this
through its network Good
Life, Good Death, Good
Grief.
There
were
twelve
participants, some of whom I
knew. This relatively small
number meant that it was
fairly easy to address and
explore together what might
be the feelings of those we
accompany. The sharing was special because it
embraced not just our perceptions, or what we
learned from being with those who suffer, but also
the personal experience of serious illness. In other
words, the days were grounded in reality. My
personal take-home quote from the first day was
“He who has a why to live for can bear almost any
how” (Nietzsche 1974 cited in Kissane 1998).
The second day was co-led by Marion
Chatterley, and involved role-play. Marion’s identity
changed as each of us took it in turn to accompany
her. The FIOP staff effectively facilitated the whole
process, interrupting, where necessary, and asking
us to go back to certain points, if that felt
comfortable.
My first observed accompaniment session was

with Marion in the role of someone who was
suffering from advanced respiratory failure – a
remote preparation for a real visit I would make the
following week. I made many mistakes, but the
FIOP staff gently led me in a self-evaluation, taking
me back to where I thought I had gone off course.
The second attempt was much better, and I began
to lose the fear of addressing difficult areas of
conversation.
As mentioned above, some participants shared
their own progressive illness. I refrained, but, after
subsequent reflection and a sense of the
importance of mutuality, I have decided that it may
be beneficial in some situations to share, provided
it is not a burden to anyone involved. Sharing helps
me accept my own mortality
and become more empathic
when listening to others.
My story is shared by many.
Having
initially
been
diagnosed with advanced
cancer and a fairly imminent
death, I prayed for my life to
continue with fullness until
my youngest grand-daughter
started school. Hence the
importance for me of the
quotation from Nietzsche! A
later and more accurate
diagnosis
of
a
less
aggressive cancer, though
still terminal, meant that, with
appropriate treatment, I could live for many rather
than a few months. Since then, I have become
used to facing many little ‘deaths’, and I believe
that we grow enormously through such mini
encounters: they help to prepare me for the final
transitional death into resurrection, the final and full
experience of the Pascal Mystery!
During this past year, the anniversary of the
beginning of the First World War, much attention
has been given to ‘those who paid the ultimate
sacrifice’. But what of those who physically survive
War but live with it for the rest of their lives, most
unable to speak about it, even to their families, and
many so eaten by it that they are driven to
behaviours that are destructive of self and others?
The FIOP course also spoke to me about these
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people who, though alive, may be experiencing a
living death.
No one can force a terminally ill patient or a
traumatised war veteran into a deep discussion
about their situation, but having the skills to
provide opportunities for this is a gift that those
called to this ministry have at their disposal for
use,
while
always
respecting
individual
preferences. I believe that each person, as they
approach death, has a special right to love
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themselves and to know that they are loved. I also
believe that they have a right to live their final
months, and to shed all that hinders this living. If
our skills of attentive listening and appropriate
responding right to the end can help that to
happen, they will have been well used.
Is God calling YOU to accompany
journeying towards and/or with death?

those

- - Freda E Alexander

A Retreat in Daily Life in the City
Learning from the Experience of Organising

L

ast December the Epiphany Group retreat
coordinator asked me how I felt about
gathering together a team to run an RDL in
the city of Edinburgh from Easter to Pentecost!
This seemed a good opportunity to experience
organising such an event - my first!
I began by assembling a team of six. We met
within days, chose a theme,
fixed dates, identified the
opening (St John’s Episcopal
Cathedral) and closing (Café
Camino, of St Mary’s RC
Cathedral) venues and assigned
tasks which, at this stage,
included confirming the venues,
preparing
and
distributing
publicity materials to twentyseven churches of as many
traditions as possible (RC, SCE,
Church of Scotland, URF, Baptist, Methodist and
independent Community Churches), and then . . .
. . . . . .waiting!
Most applications arrived after the closing
date, but two of us looked at them all, tried to
match people with guides according to physical
location, available times, desires for the retreat
and previous experience of prayer. We checked
the matches with the prayer guides, made
necessary alterations, enlisted the help of
additional guides for the twenty-seven retreatants,
and sent appropriate information to the individual
guides, suggesting that they meet their retreatant
five times over the six weeks, in addition to the
opening and closing events. Finally we made

arrangements for prayer guide supervision during
the retreat.
At the end of the retreat we collated the
retreatants’ evaluations and reflected on these
with the guides. The vast majority were positive
about the impact of the retreat on their prayer and
lives. Most were eager to carry this forward in
some way, either by building into their lives the
practice of reflective living and/
or by exploring the possibility of
doing the GPRL Course
(Growth
in
Prayer
and
Reflective Living). As for
ourselves as organisers, we
noticed that our intended
theme quickly and rightly gave
way to the individual needs of
the retreatants – an important
learning for us. So, while
introductory material is necessary, it should be of
a ‘settling in’ nature and should not control what
follows. Rather it should allow for the free
movement of the Spirit within the context of the
retreatant’s encounter with God.
This was a positive and enjoyable experience,
well worth the effort, and crowned, as always, by
our own experience of prayer-guiding. So thank
you to the team, to our supervisors who gave their
services free, and to the opening and closing
churches, also at our disposal without charge. We
look forward to the possibility of something similar
next year, perhaps more formally and directly
under the aegis of the Epiphany Group.
- -Freda Alexander
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An Autumnal Start to SC (Edinburgh)

A

sizeable
group
has
began
the
Spiritual
Accompaniment Course
in Edinburgh. We started in
October and continue through
to June 2015. We ask your
prayers as we journey through
this year together. Thank you

For Light Reflection
A Poem sent by Kathleen Amoore
I have a list of folks I know, all written in a book,
And every year at Christmas time I go and take a look,
And that is when I realise that these names are a part
Not of the book they’re in but in my very heart.
Each name stands for someone who has crossed my path
sometime,
And in that meeting they’ve become the “Rhythm of the Rhyme”
And while it sounds fantastic for me to make this claim,
I really feel I am composed of each remembered name.
And while you may not be aware of any special link,
Just meeting you shaped my life more than you can think,
For once you’ve met somebody the years cannot erase
The memory of a pleasant word or of a friendly face.
So never think my Christmas cards are just a mere routine
Of names upon a Christmas list, forgotten in between,
For when I send a Christmas card that is addressed to you
It is because you’re on that list of folks I am indebted to.
For we are but a total of the many folks we’ve met,
And you happen to be one of those I prefer not to forget.
And whether I have known you for many years or few,
In some way you have had a part in shaping things I do.
And every year when Christmas comes I realise anew,
One of the biggest gifts life can give is meeting folk like you!
May the spirit of Christmas that forever and ever endures
Leave its richest blessings in the heart of you and yours!
Author unknown
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Possible Dates for Your Diary
Please see website (iscglascow.co.uk) for details
For Those Trained in Spiritual Accompaniment
Feb 7. 2015 (Full Day)

A Gathering (See page 9)

Alison Moody

Mar 14, 2015 (Full Day)

Exploring Wk 1 of the Spiritual Exercises

David Birchall SJ

For Those Trained in Spiritual Accompaniment and Others
May 2/3, 2015 (W’end)

The Enneagram and Spiritual Growth

Myles O’Reilly SJ and Betty Foley

Poetry of the Sacred: The Sacred Body
A Day of Prayer in Lent
A Spring Walk

Professor David Jasper
Magdalen Lawler, snd
Susan Mansfield

Feb 28 - Mar 1, 2015

Non-Residential Weekend:
Theme - Finding God in All Things

At the ISC

Feb 9 - Mar 23, 2015
Apr 23 - Jun 4, 2015

Lent Retreat in Daily Life (7 Mondays)
Spring Retreat in Daily Life (7 Thursdays)

At the ISC
At the ISC

Jun 27 - Jul 4, 2015
Oct 13-16, 2015

Residential 3/6 day; Individually Guided
Residential Midweek; Individually Guided

Drumalis Centre, Larne
The Bield, Perthshire

Individual Events for All
Feb 21, 0215 (Full Day)
Mar 7, 2015
Apr 18, 2015

Retreats for All

Series for All: Exploring the Scriptures of World Faith Traditions
Jan 14, 2015
Feb 25, 2015
Mar 25, 2015
Apr 22, 2015

Baha’i:
Judaism:
Sikhism:
Buddhism:

The Writings
The Hebrew Bible
Guru Granth Sahib
The Heart Sutra and the Lotus Sutra

Series for All: A Retreat with Film
First Friday of the month

Film afternoon or evening: Using film to explore our spirituality. This series
follows the dynamic of the Spiritual Exercises of St Ignatius. Prayer
material for the month is offered. January’s date is 9th.

Art Course
May 19 - June 9, 2015

Art and Spirituality: Answering the Call
(Numbers limited. Please book early)

Regular Drop-in Events
Eat, Pray, Breathe
Half Day Retreat
Taize Evenings
Carers Renewal
Crafting for the World
Dancing in the Spirit

Weekly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly

Tuesdays at Lunchtime
First / Fourth Friday, Morning
Third Monday, Evening
Last Tuesday, Afternoon
First Tuesday, Afternoon
Jan 5, 12; Feb 2

Katy Low
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Epiphany Group’s Six Day Series:
Jan 31st 2015
Feb 28th 2015
May 2nd 2015
Jun 6th 2015

Internal Family Systems Therapy & personal spirituality: a productive tension? with Desmond Ryan
Just Call Me Lopez - a Story of Imperfection and Grace - with Margaret Silf
A Day of stillness & creativity on the theme of ‘Treasures’. Facilitated by the Sacred Spaces Team
Nature: Inspiration in Challenging Times with Julie Gibson

More information from mailto:sixdaysedinburgh@yahoo.co.uk or EG website.
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